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Abstract
A method for in situ testing of miniaturized tension specimen was developed. The size eﬀects of the plastic deformation behavior of
copper single crystals loaded along the Æ2 3 4æ direction were investigated. The diameter was varied between 0.5 lm and 8 lm, and the
aspect ratio, gauge length to side length, between 1:1 and 13.5:1. At high aspect ratios hardening was negligible. However, an increase of
the ﬂow stress with decreasing diameter was observed. This increase was small for diameters above 2 lm, and somewhat larger below
2 lm. These ﬁndings are explained by individual dislocation sources which govern the plastic deformation. For low aspect ratios the
behavior is signiﬁcantly diﬀerent. A pronounced hardening and a very strong size eﬀect was observed. Both are a result of dislocation
pile-ups due to the constrained glide of the dislocations caused by the sample geometry.
 2007 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In the past few years, the deformation of miniaturized
single-crystal samples was frequently investigated to examine the processes governing deformation on the micrometer
and nanometer length scale. The employed testing methods
diﬀer signiﬁcantly in the stress state of the tested volume.
Uchic et al. [1] developed a method to fabricate miniaturized compression samples using a focussed ion beam
(FIB) microscope and loaded these columns using a nanoindenter equipped with a ﬂat diamond tip. With this
approach, most of the constraints present, for example,
in nanoindentation experiments, were removed and the
*
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sample was exposed to a nominally uniaxial stress and
strain state. The key result of these miniaturized compression experiments was an unexpected size eﬀect in terms of
an increased ﬂow stress with reduced sample diameter.
The nature of this eﬀect is still under discussion. Nevertheless, this method has to deal with problems due to constraints rising from friction, the limited sample aspect
ratio in order to prevent buckling, and the compliance of
the sample base. Further uncertainties are induced from
the alignment between the sample and the indenter [2].
In the macroscopic world, tension experiments oﬀer several beneﬁts when compared to compression tests. For
example, there is almost no limitation to high aspect ratios.
In the microscopic world, problems arise due to the diﬃculties of sample ﬁxation. Therefore, we developed a method
to fabricate miniaturized tension samples and individually
designed indenter tips serving as tensile sample holders
using a FIB, giving us the possibility to systematically
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investigate the origin of mechanical size eﬀects in the
micron and sub-micron regime. Furthermore, loading of
the tension samples was performed in situ using a microindenter mounted in a scanning electron microscope
(SEM). Beside high accuracy in local positioning, this
approach also provides insight into the deformation
process.
In the present manuscript we investigate the tensile
deformation of single-crystal copper specimens. The inﬂuence of sample size and aspect ratio on the plastic deformation behavior is observed in situ in the SEM and correlated
to the measured stress–strain curves. The aim of this study
is to improve knowledge of the geometrical aspects governing mechanical properties in the micrometer and submicrometer regime.
2. Experimental
Rods with dimensions of 20 mm · 0.5 mm · 0.5 mm
were cut from a copper single crystal using a diamond wire
saw, in a way so that the Æ2 3 4æ crystal direction is
aligned with the length axis of the samples. These rods
were mounted on copper holders to simplify further handling and to ensure accurate alignment for the FIB shaping
and the following mechanical testing. Subsequently, these
rods were electrolytic-polished in phosphoric acid to
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remove the deformation layer from the cutting process.
Additionally, the samples were shaped in the form of a
needle with an opening angle of 30 and a tip radius in
the order of several micrometers. This was achieved by
moving the samples periodically in and out of the electrolyte. An example of such a needle is presented in Fig. 1a.
Tension specimens were prepared from these needles by
ion-milling, using a FIB (Zeiss 1540 XB) with a Ga+ ion
source operated at an acceleration voltage of 30 kV under
perpendicular ion impact, as displayed in Fig. 1b–d. For
this purpose, in a ﬁrst step two parallel sides were
coarse-shaped with an ion current of 1 nA (Fig. 1b). Then
the sample holder was rotated by 90 around the length
axis of the needle and the other two sides were cut from
the lamella produced in the ﬁrst step (Fig. 1c), the applied
ion current for coarse milling was again 1 nA. The ﬁnal
shaping to the desired dimensions was performed with an
ion current of 100 pA in order to reduce the ion-induced
damage [3]. Subsequently, the sample was rotated back
to the initial orientation for the ﬁnal shaping of these
two sides (Fig. 1d), again using an ion current of 100 pA.
This was necessary to ensure that redeposition during the
second milling step does not inﬂuence the desired sample
dimensions or mechanical properties. For the investigated
samples, the Æ2 3 4æ axis of the single crystal was parallel
to the loading direction, side lengths, a, ranging from

Fig. 1. (a) Single-crystal copper needle with Æ2 3 4æ crystal direction along the length axis after electrolytic thinning. (b) FIB milling of ﬁrst two parallel
side planes. (c) Shaping of the other two perpendicular side planes after rotating the sample by 90 around the length axis. (d) Final shape of a tension
sample with a side length a = 3 lm and an aspect ratio of 5:1. Note that (b and c) are inclined views.
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0.5 lm to 8 lm, and aspect ratios deﬁned as gauge length/
side length between 1:1 and 13.5:1.
Immediately after FIB milling was ﬁnished, tensile testing was conducted under vacuum conditions (vacuum pressure 2 · 106 mbar) to avoid the formation of extensive
oxide layers on the sample surface. The time the specimens
were exposed to humid air was kept below a few minutes.
This time was necessary to vent the FIB chamber, manipulate and transport the specimen between the diﬀerent
devices, and evacuate the SEM chamber. The samples were
loaded using a microindenter (ASMEC UNAT) mounted
inside an SEM (LEO Stereoscan 440). This indenter was
equipped with special dovetail-shaped tips serving as sample gripper to ensure form-closed connection between sample and indenter. These grippers were fabricated from
polycrystalline tungsten needles, which are usually
employed in micromanipulators, again by FIB machining.
Diﬀerently sized grippers were used for the diﬀerently sized
tension samples to ensure that there is suﬃcient contact
area between sample head and sample gripper when using
self-similar specimen. An example is shown in Fig. 2a, presenting an SEM image of the same sample as shown in
Fig. 1 along with the corresponding sample gripper. A
major advantage of the employed in situ setup is the highly
precise alignment, enabled by direct visual control. Otherwise it would be impossible to perform the four-axis operations necessary to position the tension sample in a way
that the ﬂanks of the sample head are parallel and equally
spaced from the ﬂanks of the sample gripper, as illustrated
in Fig. 2b. It is acknowledged that there is an uncertainty in
the alignment of the length axis of sample and gripper in
the z-direction. By knowing the dimensions of the gripper,
this can be adjusted with an accuracy of ±1 lm. Therefore,
we do not expect that out-of-plane loading of our specimen
will inﬂuence our results.
The samples were loaded in open displacement controlled mode to engineering strains larger than 15%. During tensile testing, load and displacement were measured.

Furthermore, sequences of SEM images were recorded
and analyzed together with the load–displacement data.
3. Results
3.1. Method
Fig. 3a shows the load–displacement data collected for
the tension sample with a = 3 lm and an aspect ratio of
5:1. Positioning of the tensile specimen was conducted in a
way such that there was always a small slit of the order of
one micron between the ﬂanks of the sample and the gripper.
This is to prevent any contact before loading. Therefore, the
graph shows a regime without load where the sample gripper
approaches the sample. The noise present in this regime gets
signiﬁcantly reduced once the sample and the gripper are in
full contact in the regime of linear loading, as can be seen in
the inset in Fig. 3a. Beside a serration-like behavior, the
load–displacement curve exhibits several pronounced load
drops, corresponding to the appearance of distinct glide
steps during in situ monitoring. Furthermore, it is obvious
from this data as well as the in situ observation that despite
all taken eﬀort the contact between the sample and the gripper ﬂanks is not perfect and there is a region of surface adaptation before the linear loading regime.
To calculate technical stress–strain curves from the
load–displacement data, the load was simply divided by
the initial cross-section determined after ﬁnal shaping of
the sample in the FIB. To calculate strains, the linear loading regime was extrapolated to intersect the axis of abscissae and the contact-free part of the load–displacement
curve (including the surface adaptation regime) was omitted. The corresponding stress–strain curve calculated from
the load–displacement data of Fig. 3a is presented in
Fig. 3b. After unloading, this sample was reloaded a second time (dotted arrows in Fig. 3b). Two important aspects
will be mentioned. First, the reload starts with a linear
regime. Second, upon reloading the ﬂow curve continues

Fig. 2. (a) SEM image showing a single-crystal copper tension sample and the corresponding tungsten sample gripper before the test at a low
magniﬁcation. (b) Sample and gripper aligned prior to loading. The loading direction is along Æ2 3 4æ.
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Fig. 3. (a) Load–displacement curve measured for the ﬁrst loading of the sample depicted in Fig. 2. The inset shows details of the measured curve just
before full contact between the sample and the gripper is established. (b) Stress–strain curve calculated from the load–displacement data. A second loading
step (indicated by dotted arrows) performed for this sample is included in the graph but not shown in (a). See text for details.

from the stress level where it ended before unloading. This
statement holds true for the load–displacement curves of
all further loading steps, indicating that the contact sites
were already adapted after the ﬁrst loading.

Fig. 4 shows in a series of SEM images the formation of
distinct glide steps ﬁrst in the center of the sample (Fig. 4b),
and ﬁnally along the whole gauge length (Fig. 4c–e). The
corresponding positions along the stress–strain curve are

Fig. 4. SEM images of the sample shown in Fig. 2 taken during in situ tensile testing (a–e) and after unloading (f). The corresponding positions along the
stress–strain curve are indicated by arrows in Fig. 3b.
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indicated by arrows in Fig. 3b. Fig. 4f shows the sample
and the gripper after unloading.
3.2. Geometrical constraints
To investigate the inﬂuence of the gauge length, samples
with a = 3 lm and an aspect ratio of 5:1 were fabricated.
These were conﬁned in the middle of the gauge length to
dimensions of 1.5 · 1.5 · 8 lm, 1.5 · 1.5 · 1.5 lm with an
opening angle of the ﬂanks of 45, and 1.5 · 1.5 · 1.5 lm
with an opening angle of 90, respectively. SEM images
of these samples taken during tensile testing are shown in
Fig. 5.
While the unconﬁned sample with the high aspect ratio
of 5:1 (Fig. 5a) shows pronounced glide steps distributed
over the whole sample length, these features are strongly
reduced in the case of the conﬁned samples with an aspect
ratio of 1:1. Whereas in the case of the 45 ﬂanks (Fig. 5b)
some glide steps are visible, they are even less distinct for
the sample with the 90 ﬂanks (Fig. 5c).
The corresponding stress–strain curves shown in Fig. 6
reﬂect this observation, with the ﬂow stresses of the conﬁned samples being signiﬁcantly higher than the unconﬁned one (roughly by a factor between 2 and 3).

Furthermore, the conﬁned sample with the 90 ﬂanks displays higher stress levels than the conﬁned sample with
the 45 ﬂanks. It is acknowledged that the initial loading
slopes of the three samples are diﬀerent, with the most constrained sample having the lowest slope. This aspect will be
further discussed in the Appendix.
3.3. Pre-straining
The inﬂuence of pre-straining on the mechanical response
was investigated in a further experiment. Therefore, a sample with a = 8 lm and an aspect ratio of 5:1 was strained to
5.4% (Fig. 7a and b). Subsequently, the specimen was
reduced by FIB milling to a = 3 lm over the whole sample
length, resulting in an aspect ratio of 13.5:1. This sample
was afterwards again loaded to strains above 10%.
The stress–strain curves of these two specimens are
shown in Fig. 8. The smaller, pre-strained sample exhibits
a higher stress to initiate deformation. At higher strains,
the stress levels are not far apart. In both cases, deformation in terms of visible glide steps started near the sample
center (see arrows in Fig. 7a and c) and expanded along
the gauge length.
3.4. Size eﬀects
Finally, the technical stress–strain curves of all samples
discussed in this investigation are shown in Fig. 9. There is
no signiﬁcant hardening found for the samples with an
aspect ratio of 5:1 or higher, while the sample with a = 8
and an aspect ratio of 1:1 exhibits signiﬁcant hardening.
In order to give an overview and ease comparison to
other investigations, the size-dependent ﬂow stress at 10%
strain is shown in Fig. 10. The open symbols reﬂect samples
with an aspect ratio of 5:1, while the ﬁlled symbols correspond to samples with an aspect ratio of 1:1. As indicated
in Fig. 7e the pre-strained sample with a = 3 lm and an
aspect ratio of 13.5:1 was fabricated from a tested sample
with a = 8 lm and an aspect ratio of 5:1. The two corresponding data points are marked by an arrow. Furthermore, this thicker sample serving as pre-form was
strained to only 5.5% (Fig. 8). Therefore, the stress at 5%
strain is included in Fig. 10. The magnitude of the error
bars will be discussed in the Appendix.
4. Discussion
The experimental challenges and factors aﬀecting such
miniaturized tension experiments are discussed in the
Appendix. In this section the attention is mainly focussed
on the plastic ﬂow behavior of the miniaturized single-crystal tension samples.

Fig. 5. SEM images taken during in situ loading of miniaturized copper
tension samples with a = 1.5 lm and aspect ratios of (a) 5:1 and (b and c)
1:1, respectively. To further constrict deformation for the samples with an
aspect ratio of 1:1, the ﬂank angle was changed from (b) 45 to (c) 90.

4.1. High aspect ratios (5:1 and higher)
The presented images taken from the in situ experiments
showed that slip takes place in clearly deﬁned planes
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Fig. 6. Stress–strain curves measured for the samples displayed in Fig. 5. Strong inﬂuence of the geometrical conﬁnement on the mechanical behavior is
present, with the geometrically more constricted samples showing signiﬁcantly higher ﬂow stresses.

Fig. 7. SEM images taken during in situ tensile testing of a sample with a = 8 lm (a and b). After straining to 5.5%, this sample was FIB machined to
a = 3 lm and loaded again (c and d). First emerging glide planes are indicated by arrows. A schematic of the specimen reduction is presented in (e).

throughout the whole sample. This is also depicted in the
high-resolution SEM image taken after deformation of the
sample displayed in Fig. 4. Despite the high total strain of
more than 25%, there is only one type of glide step visible
on the surface (see Fig. 11a). Furthermore, no indication
of necking was found, supporting the assumption of single
slip deformation. To further conﬁrm the ﬁnding of single

slip, the local crystal orientations were investigated using
electron backscatter diﬀraction (EBSD). Fig. 11b presents
an inclined view of the sample with an overlay indicating
the local crystal orientation in transverse direction (TD).
The insets represent the applied color code and the (1 0 0)
pole ﬁgure calculated from this data, respectively. No peak
broadening or streaks were observed. The higher magniﬁed
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Fig. 8. Stress–strain curves of the 8 · 8 · 40 lm sample depicted in Fig. 7a and b, and the 3 · 3 · 40 lm sample FIB milled from this already strained
specimen, depicted in Fig. 7c and d.

Fig. 9. Technical stress–strain curves of miniaturized single-crystal copper tension samples loaded along the Æ2 3 4æ crystal direction. Full lines indicate an
aspect ratio of 5:1, dashed lines reﬂect an aspect ratio of 1:1, and a dotted line indicates a pre-strained specimen.

EBSD scan (Fig. 11c) depicts no distinct misorientations.
The zone in the center of the sample could not be measured
due to shadowing eﬀects. A misorientation proﬁle along the

sample length, calculated with respect to the starting point
of the proﬁle, indicated in Fig. 11c, shows a slight rise in misorientation from 0.5 (which is the accuracy of the system)

D. Kiener et al. / Acta Materialia 56 (2008) 580–592
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Fig. 10. Size-dependent technical ﬂow stress of miniaturized copper tension specimens loaded along the Æ2 3 4æ direction at a strain of 10% extracted from
Fig. 9. For several samples the error bars are smaller than the used symbol. See text for details.

Fig. 11. (a) High-resolution SEM image presenting the deformed tension sample of Fig. 4. Only one set of glide steps is visible. (b) EBSD scan indicating
the local crystal orientation in transverse direction (TD) along the sample. The insets present the applied color code and the (1 0 0) pole ﬁgure calculated
from the EBSD data. (c) Higher magniﬁed EBSD data. (d) Misorientation proﬁle along the path shown in (c). See text for details.

at the left end of the sample to 5 at the sample center. Following the region without measured orientations, this value
decreases down to 0.5 again and rises slightly when
approaching the sample ﬂanks. These misorientations stem

from the global deformation of the sample. No gradients in
misorientation corresponding to a pile-up of dislocations or
storage of dislocations during deformation [4] were found in
the gauge length.
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The fact that single slip takes place over the whole sample length leads to the conclusion that a number of single
sources controls the plastic ﬂow. Each source is responsible
for a certain plastic deformation or induces an avalanche
on the corresponding slip plane, subsequently followed
by the activation of the next source. It is supposed that this
change takes place as a consequence of the redistribution of
local stresses, mainly because the ﬁxed sample ends can
cause a local bending stress. No signiﬁcant hardening
except the serration-like behavior was observed. This
implies that there is no building up of forest dislocations.
The measured ﬂow stress is signiﬁcantly lower than in
other small-scale experiments (compression [1,5], bending
[4,6], indentation [7,8], . . .). Nevertheless, a size eﬀect is
observed with the ﬂow stress at 10% strain rising from
40 MPa for a = 8 lm to 170 MPa for a = 0.5 lm.
Assuming that the source size determines the ﬂow stress,
one can calculate this source size from the measured stresses by applying [9]


Gb 1
aS
ssource ¼
  ln
ð1Þ
2p S
b

image forces from the free surface is negligible in these
dimensions and was therefore not taken into account.
To understand why the sample size should dominate
the source size, one has to consider the glide geometry of
the investigated specimen as schematically depicted in
Fig. 12b. Every U-mill will end up as two L-mills after ﬁrst
activation [12]. Therefore, we assume this type of dislocation source to be the typical deformation mechanism in
our experiments. As our glide planes have a rectangular
shape, there is a periodic variation of the source length.
The ﬂow stress is hence determined by the minimal source
length, which scales with the sample diameter. There must
not necessarily be a U-mill present in the sample to generate the L-mill, also the partial removal of an initial dislocation source during FIB milling produces a single
dislocation arm, which can operate in the depicted way.
Furthermore, during operation the free dislocation end
will periodically not only change in length but also in character between edge and screw. The diﬀerence in line energy
between screw dislocation and edge dislocation is given by
[13]

where G = 47 GPa is the bulk modulus, b = 2.56 · 1010 m
is the Burgers vector, S is the length of the source, and a is
a numerical constant in the order of unity. This equation is
valid for a Frank–Read source with size S (the U-mill following the nomenclature by Orowan [10]) or a single-ended
source with size S/2 (the L-mill) [11].
The result of these calculations is depicted in Fig. 12a
for an L-mill. ssource was obtained by converting the ﬂow
stresses at 1% strain to shear stresses by assuming glide
on the {1 1 1} plane with the highest Schmid factor
m234 = 0.422 for the given conﬁguration. An increase
in source size from SL  500 nm for a = 0.5 lm to SL 
2000 nm for a = 8 lm is observed (Fig. 12). The eﬀect of

EL;edge ¼

EL;screw
1m

ð2Þ

Additionally, if the penetration point of the dislocation on
the surface is of edge character, lattice relaxation takes
place in this area, resulting in an additional pinning force
on the dislocation end, leading to an extra curvature of
the dislocation line.
Finally, there is a stress contribution, rledge, due to the
ledge formation energy of the screw dislocation emerging
on the surface, which is dependent on the sample size in
an inverse manner [14]
rledge ¼

1
1 2c
 sledge ¼ 
m
m a

ð3Þ

Fig. 12. (a) Calculated dependence of source size SL and ratio a/SL on the sample side length a for a L-mill using Eq. (1). (b) Schematic view on the glide
plane of a tension specimen showing the ﬁrst operation of a U-mill and the subsequent operation of the longer arm of the generated L-mill.
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where c = 1.69 J m2 is the surface energy of copper [14],
m = 0.422 is the Schmid factor, and a is the sample side
length.
For sample side lengths of 0.5 lm, 1 lm, and 2 lm this
leads to a rledge of 16 MPa, 8 MPa, and 4 MPa, respectively. This is a small contribution in the investigated
regime, but becomes important upon further decrease of
the specimen size.
There are other aspects like the presence of an oxide
layer or the FIB damaged layer to be considered. However,
we do not expect them to have a signiﬁcant eﬀect on the
plastic ﬂow behavior, as in that case the stress should drop
signiﬁcantly after this layer is cut by the ﬁrst emerging glide
step. This was not observed in our experiments. Furthermore, if a layer would be present one would expect the
deformation to continue on the plane where this layer
was broken. Contrary, our samples showed several distinctive glide steps (Fig. 13a). A schematic of this cutting process is presented in Fig. 13b. Note that the thickness of the
oxide layer/FIB damaged layer is overdrawn. Detailed
investigations on the FIB damaged layer and possible
mechanical consequences are reported elsewhere [3]. Fibre
tensile testing experiments of electrolytically thinned copper wires with diameters ranging from 50 lm down to
15 lm report ﬂow stresses for the smallest wire which are
in good agreement with our data [7].
Comparison of our results with tension experiments of
bulk single-crystal copper shows that the observed stresses
are higher than the orientation-dependent stresses between
1 and 2 MPa reported by Diehl [15] for stage I deformation
of macroscopic single-crystal copper. Whether this diﬀerence stems from diﬀerent dislocation densities, impurity
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contents, the presence of pre-existing forest dislocations,
or the ‘‘constrained’’ tension experiment (our sample gripper suppresses movement of the tension sample in the
y-direction [15]), is not clear and subject to further
investigations.
4.2. Low aspect ratio (1:1)
When performing macroscopic tensile tests, a reduction
of the aspect ratio causes a small increase of the ﬂow stress
due to the development of a multiaxial stress state, like in
the neck of a long tensile specimen. In the case of the miniaturized tension samples, a signiﬁcant eﬀect on the ﬂow
stress is observed, which is more pronounced than for the
samples with high aspect ratio. Furthermore, these samples
exhibit strong hardening contrary to the samples with high
aspect ratio.
The inclination angle of the glide plane in combination
with the chosen sample geometry prevents simple glide of
the dislocations over the sample cross-section (Fig. 14a).
Therefore, the dislocations glide into the shoulder of the
tension samples (Fig. 14b). The cross-section in this shoulder region increases signiﬁcantly, reducing the shear stress
approximately by an order of magnitude for the sample
with 90 shoulders, and by the equations given in
Fig. 14b in the case of 45 shoulders. Thus, the shear stress
rapidly drops below the level necessary to move dislocations. Consequently, pile-ups form at the end of the tension
samples. These pile-ups were conﬁrmed by EBSD scans
showing distinct misorientations.
The required number of edge-type dislocations Dn in a
pile-up to reach the measured stress levels with respect to
the sample with an aspect ratio of 5:1 can be estimated
as [13]
Dn ¼

Lð1  mÞ
 Ds
Gb

ð4Þ

where L is the length of the pile-up, which was assumed to
be half the glide plane length, m = 0.28 is Poisson’s ratio,
and Ds the rise in shear stress.

Fig. 13. (a) High-resolution SEM image of a tension sample with
a = 3 lm and an aspect ratio of 5:1 taken after a deformation of 25.1%.
Distinct glide steps are visible on the sample surface. (b) Schematic
demonstrating the negligible eﬀect of an oxide or FIB damaged layer on
the ﬂow stress after emerging of large glide steps.

Fig. 14. (a) Schematic of the short tension samples indicating that no free
glide plane exists. (b) View on the glide plane showing the pile-up
emerging for both geometries. The provided equations give the shear stress
present in the shoulder part of the tension sample for the 45 geometry
(s45) and the 90 geometry (s90), respectively.
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Regarding the sample with a = 8 lm, taking
Ds8,45  30 MPa leads to a number of Dn8,90  27 dislocations in the pile-up. The sample with a = 1.5 lm and the
45 ﬂanks exhibited Ds1.5,45  85 MPa, resulting in
Dn1.5,45  15. At suﬃciently high applied stresses, the dislocations can glide through the inclined shoulder part of
the tension sample (Fig. 5b) to accomplish the given deformation. To further hinder this deformation, the cross-sectional area of the shoulder part of the sample was
increased using the 90 ﬂanks (Fig. 5c), therefore further
lowering the stresses present in the sample heads. Consequently, higher ﬂow stresses were determined for this sample. Taking a value of and Ds1.5,90  160 MPa evaluates
Dn1.5,90  30. Notably, a similar number of dislocations
is required in the pile-up of tension samples with
a = 1.5 lm and a = 8 lm, but is conﬁned to a shorter glide
plane length for the smaller specimen. This causes an
increasing back-stress on the operating sources, explaining
the high ﬂow stress values. From the current understanding, this system should exhibit continuous hardening. Nevertheless, in the experiments a plateau value is reached for
the small samples. A possible explanation for this behavior
is cross-slip of dislocations [16], but to conﬁrm this
assumption, further investigations are required.
It is interesting to compare the present results to microcompression testing. For example, single-crystal copper
columns with an Æ1 1 1æ surface normal and a ﬁxed aspect
ratio of 2:1 have been compressed using the same in situ
setup. Flow stresses from 280 MPa to 870 MPa were
determined for diameters ranging from 8 lm to 1 lm at a
strain of 20% [17]. Similar strong size eﬀects have also been
reported for single slip oriented materials; see for example
Ref. [1]. These values [1,17] are signiﬁcantly higher than
those found in our miniaturized tensile tests for samples
with high aspect ratios. We therefore speculate that the
constraints in the deformation by the ﬂat punch and the
underlying substrate result in the formation of extensive
dislocation pile-ups, which become responsible for the high
ﬂow stresses observed in micro-compression testing.
5. Summary and conclusions
 A method to perform in situ tensile testing of miniaturized specimens was developed. This provides the possibility to remove several dimensional constraints
present in miniaturized compression testing.
 Single-crystal copper tension samples with diameters
ranging from 0.5 lm to 8 lm and aspect ratios between
1:1 and 13.5:1 were loaded along the Æ2 3 4æ direction
and a size dependence of the ﬂow stress was observed.
 Tension samples with high aspect ratios (>5:1) exhibited
single slip deformation, negligible hardening, and a moderate dependence of the ﬂow stress on the sample size.
 Load drops in the stress–strain curve along with the corresponding appearance of distinctive glide steps during
in situ monitoring lead to the statement that deformation is controlled by a single source for a certain strain

increment. The weak size dependence of the ﬂow stress
at constant aspect ratio is attributed to the size of the
dislocation sources governing plastic deformation.
 Samples with low aspect ratios (1:1) exhibited a pronounced size eﬀect on the ﬂow stress and signiﬁcant
hardening. This is explained by the formation of a dislocation pile-up.
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Appendix. Remarks to the experimental results
The present investigation advances far beyond conventional small-scale tensile testing. As a consequence, several
experimental details had to be considered in advance or
demand further discussion.
Does the weight of the sample head inﬂuence the
experiments?
To avoid any bending of the tension sample due to the
weight of the sample head, the bending stresses must not
exceed the critical ﬂow stress of single-crystal copper,
which is in the order of 1 MPa for macro samples [15].
Therefore, the maximum surface stress due to bending
for the used sample geometry was calculated. As a
worst-case approximation, a bending length of 20 times
the sample thickness was assumed, which is signiﬁcantly
longer than in our experiments. This results in a maximum stress at the surface of only 1 · 103 MPa. It is
acknowledged that this is only a static estimation, and
any dynamic eﬀects must be avoided during sample handling and testing.
Does FIB preparation inﬂuence our results?
Previous investigations [3] pointed out the presence of a
damaged layer with a thickness of several tens of nanometers on the surface of FIB milled specimen. Frick et al. [18]
suggested that with reduced sample size the ratio of damaged material increases, leading to a rise in ﬂow stress.
Depending on the thickness of the layer and assuming a
simple composite model, the surface layer must be 7–12
times stronger than bulk copper to explain our results,
which is rather unlikely. Furthermore, in this case the ﬂow
stress should drop signiﬁcantly once the ﬁrst glide steps
occurred, which was not observed in our experiments. On
the other hand, Bei et al. [19] argued that dislocations generated close to the surface during FIB milling determine the
ﬂow stress. These dislocation sources are small compared
to the tested sample size and should lead to a size-independent ﬂow stress given by the Orowan stress (sS  115 MPa
and 300 MPa for source sizes of 100 nm and 30 nm,
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respectively) to operate these sources. This is also in contradiction to our results.
Are we able to distinguish between noise and displacement
bursts? What about the resulting error bars?
The limit of the sample dimensions that can be tested is
given by the noise present in the experiments. It is crucial to
ensure that the magnitude of load drops indicating dislocation bursts is signiﬁcantly larger than the noise present in
the measurement. Therefore, the whole SEM was placed
on an active damping system. Nevertheless, the indenter
is mounted on leaf springs in a vacuum environment, and
therefore without air damping. This makes the system very
sensitive to any kind of vibrations. In our case they stem
from the turbo molecular pump of the SEM, which cannot
be uncoupled from the actively damped system. The noise
of the free moving indenter under vacuum conditions is in
the order of 50 lN, but gets signiﬁcantly reduced when
sample and gripper get into contact. Furthermore, to
reduce noise for the smallest specimen with an aspect ratio
of 5:1, six parallel samples were fabricated and loaded at
the same time.
At the end of every loading experiment the displacement
was held constant for 30 s. The noise present during this
time with sample and gripper being in contact was evaluated to determine the error bars given in Fig. 10. The lateral dimensions of the specimen were determined using
the ﬁeld emission SEM column of the FIB. Therefore,
the sample was not tilted like in the usual dual beam working mode to avoid uncertainties due to the inclined view.
Consequently, the error in lateral dimension is below
50 nm.
What happens at the beginning of the load–displacement
curve?
One aspect to be discussed is the initial part of the
loading curve. Despite the nonlinear contribution due
to surface roughness, it is still questionable what causes
a rise in force of 0.04 mN over a length of 300 nm in
Fig. 3a. From visual observation as well as analysis of
the noise present in the load–displacement data, it is clear
that there was still a slit between sample and gripper. If
the approach was aborted and the sample gripper moved
back to its initial position, the load also reduced to the
starting level. Charging of the gripper causes an electrostatic repel between sample and gripper, moving back
the gripper in the x-direction. This causes a deﬂection
of the leaf springs which is detected as load. After the
ﬁrst contact, both parts are at the same potential and
no repelling forces are observed. This gets further supported by the fact that the contrast in the SEM changes
once contact between the two parts is established. Considering sample and gripper as plate capacitor, a potential of 40 V would support suﬃcient energy to explain
the observed eﬀect.
Why are there diﬀerent initial loading slopes?
There are two major issues for diﬀerent linear loading
slopes. It was already mentioned that one can never achieve
a perfect ﬁt between the ﬂanks of sample and gripper.
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Therefore, one can expect a steeper linear loading slope
for any reload cycle (see Fig. 3b). This even holds true if
the sample was handled and FIB milled between the two
loading steps, as can be seen in Fig. 8. The ﬂanks of sample
and gripper were already in contact during the loading of
the thicker sample, the surfaces are well adapted. Consequently, the pre-strained sample has a steeper, more linear
loading slope compared to the unstrained sample. Additionally, one has to mention that the stiﬀness of the testing
machine was not accounted for.
The second aspect is depicted in Fig. 6, which presents a
decreasing loading slope for increasingly constrained tension samples. For samples with an aspect ratio of 1:1, dislocation glide is hindered by the sample geometry.
Dislocations cannot reach the sample surface as they pileup at the ﬂanks (see Fig. 14a). This generates a back-stress
and requires the activation of other sources and probably
also glide systems with a smaller Schmid factor. Therefore,
the geometrically conﬁned samples have higher ﬂow stresses than the unconstrained samples. This is also observed
in Fig. 9 for samples with a = 8 lm.
It is acknowledged that bending of the samples would
also decrease the loading slope. This would be more pronounced for samples with low aspect ratios, as the short
sample length leads to higher bending angles. As mentioned previously, we leveraged the visual control provided
by the in situ setup to carefully align sample and gripper in
order to minimize this inﬂuence.
Is the stiﬀness of all other involved parts suﬃcient to
ensure accurate determination of strains?
The accurate determination of sample strains requires
suﬃcient stiﬀness of all involved parts (like copper needle
or tungsten gripper). Moser et al. [20] showed the diﬀerence
between strain calculated simply from piezo-displacement
and determined properly by image correlation for their
in situ micro-compression tests. It is also acknowledged
that they used a setup with a rather low stiﬀness. In our
case, the displacement is measured at the indenter tip. Furthermore, after unloading (Fig. 4f), the sample stayed in
position, indicating that only the tensile sample was uniaxially deformed. No plastic deformation of any other
involved part was detected.
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